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infection control and management of...

The response to the COVID-19 pandemic has resulted in dramatic changes to healthcare and care services. The pandemic has highlighted the need for norms and entrenched assumptions about the way we... how has covid-19 changed the delivery of care?

A GOVERNMENT adviser on Wednesday said that infection control should be the focus of the country’s Covid-19 pandemic response once the disease becomes endemic. National Task Force Against Covid-19

infection control crucial in covid endemic phase

A new large study found COVID-19 infection was associated with an increased risk of developing diabetes, even among those who were not hospitalized for the disease. The study used the records of... covid-19 infection increases risk of developing diabetes, says study

Cork University Hospital (CUH) and Bantry General Hospital (BGH) have implemented visiting restrictions to minimise the risk of spreading infection.

two cork hospitals implement visiting restrictions due to infection control measures

A review of hundreds of thousands of VA patients who had covid found they are significantly more likely to develop type 2 diabetes within a year of infection, even if the infection was mild. A number of interventions to reduce testing, linkage to care, and treatment initiation for hepatitis c virus infection: a systematic review and meta-analysis

The New Zealand Chiropractors’ Association (NZCA) is calling on the Government to end COVID-19 mandates for private primary healthcare practices calling the continuing restrictions unjust and... continued mandates for chiropractic unjust and unjustified says nzca

A study conducted by the Geneva University Hospitals and the University of Geneva addresses a main question that physicians and SARS-CoV-2 experts have been asking since the emergence of post-COVID

post-covid condition largely due to sars-cov 2 infection, in addition to the indirect pandemic effects

Mileutis, an Israeli-based biopharmaceutical company revolutionizing how farmers and veterinarians treat a range of diseases, today announced that a recent paper

mileutis’ imilac™ product shown as a successful antibiotic alternative in the management of the leading problem of the dairy industry: mastitis

On December 23, amid the flurry of reports trying to elucidate omicron’s peculiarities, a preprint appeared: “Omicron Outbreak at a Private Gathering in the Faroe Islands, Infecting 21 of 33.”

“the sombre aspect of the entire landscape” — epidemiology and the faroe islands

On Friday, March 4, seventeen hospital quality leaders graduated from Nebraska Hospital Association’s Quality Improvement (QI) Residency Program. One Panhandle leader, Summer Gonzalez, Quality

summer gonzalez of alliance among hospital leaders graduating from qi residency program